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ATTENTION SKILLS DEVELOPMENTAL MODULE
These eight programs begin with the simple exercises you need for clients with
head injuries or developmental disabilities.

Captain’s Log
The Complete Computerized Mental GymTM

Over 2000 hours of exciting game-like brain training exercises to help your 
clients think faster, listen better, and remember more!
Make it fun and interesting for your clients, ages 5 to 105, to improve their thinking skills!
Based on years of neuroscientific research and clinical experience, Captain’s Log provides
you with the systematic mental workouts your clients need - thousands of different
customizable “games” to improve working and short-term memory, attention, mental
processing speed, impulse control, listening skills, problem-solving, and more.
The fifty multi-level programs in the Captain’s Log system are organized into three
training sets:

Attention Skills Training Set
Problem Solving and Memory Skills Training Set
Working Memory Training Set

®

VISUAL MOTOR SKILLS MODULE
These seven popular programs play like video games but work to train hand-eye
coordination, visual processing, and fine motor control.
ATTENTION SKILLS THE NEXT GENERATION MODULE
Use this set to further enhance higher level attention skills and memory. 
These three challenging programs continue building on the skills addressed 
in the Attention Skills Developmental module.  

•
•
•

Attention Skills Training Set

Act fast! Find the item that doesn’t
match  before the picture changes.

Improve your attention and fine
motor control while you trek your
way through the maze!
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CONCEPTUAL MEMORY SKILLS MODULE
Train the ability to classify, discriminate, and apply abstract rules to specific 
decisions. You can customize these seven programs to target impulse control,
working memory, processing speed, and logical reasoning.
LOGIC SKILLS MODULE
This module features five engaging programs to help improve executive 
functioning. Clients learn deductive reasoning, understanding of relationships
between numbers and objects, and perception of how parts fit into a whole.

NUMERIC CONCEPTS WITH MEMORY SKILLS MODULE
The challenging games in these five higher level programs train working,
immediate, and short-term visual memory, deductive and inductive 
reasoning, visual discrimination, categorization and sequencing.

Improve your memory! 
Hold multiple sets of
information in your
memory, then recall the
answers to the questions.

Use your problem-solving skills to classify
by color, shape, size, or type of object.

For a greater challenge, set this program
up as a memory exercise.

Problem Solving and Memory Skills Training Set

After many years of working with Brain Injury, ADD, 
LD, Aphasia, etc., I am pleased to see an in-depth,
systematic, programmed method for approaching
these populations.  Thank you!” 

- Jill Joyce, Ph.D.
Margate, FL

“

www.braintrain.com



WORKING MEMORY SKILLS MODULE
Help your clients learn to “think on their feet.” The five programs in this 
module train memory for names and faces, sequential pattern recognition, 
list recall, and more – skills that are vital for success in school and in life.
AUDITORY WORKING MEMORY MODULE
These five programs focus on working memory and on auditory attention. 
Your clients with attention deficits will improve both their working memory 
and their listening skills.

REAL LIFE WORKING MEMORY MODULE
These five programs are both practical and entertaining. Clients learn to put
their working memory to work for them in real life situations.

Research supports that working memory is a vital part of executive functioning, and it can be
trained successfully. This training set provides 625 hours of working memory training.

Improve your memory for names of
people, meeting times, and shopping
lists. Practice holding multiple sets of
information in your working memory.

Keep track of your appointments. 
Remember where you put things.
These exercises translate into real
life skills!

Working Memory Training Set

Remember where you parked your car.

Who was the second friend to arrive?

How much did the fruit cost?

We offer hands-on training from the author of Captain’s Log!
For more information, see back cover.

4 1-800-822-0538
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The Evaluator TM

The Effort Meter documents
the total training time that
has been completed and the
progress achieved.

Evaluate the effectiveness of your training program. The Evaluator’s eleven test
batteries assess progress and graph cognitive improvements over time. Eighteen
different graphs depict Accuracy, Quickness, and Success.

All sales are final. Prices are subject to change without notice. Call BrainTrain for pricing information
on high volume or lab pack orders.
See page 11 for important details about the Preferred Customer Package.

Download a FREE trial at www.braintrain.com/downloads or order a trialDVD for $25, credited back upon purchase of  any BrainTrain product. You can try out all 50 programs.

Cognitive Assessment Battery & Plan-Based Training System

Captain’s Log for Unlimited Clients, One Station

Captain’s Log for One Client, One Station, One Year

CLWCOMP-9E
Complete 9-module professional Captain’s Log System. 
Includes the Evaluator, all three training sets, and three 
one-year home trainer systems. Unlimited clients, one station.

$5,495

CLW-1C1Y
Complete 9-module professional Captain’s Log System,
with the Evaluator, for one client, one station, one year.
Also includes a one-year home trainer for the same client.

$595

Captain’s Log Training Sets, Unlimited Clients, One Station 
(includes the Evaluator)
CL-AST
CL-PST
CL-WMT

Attention Skills Training Set
Problem Solving & Memory Skills Training Set
Working Memory Training Set

$1,995
$1,995
$1,995

Technical Support
TS-YBS-C Preferred Customer Package* $99/$200

*

Cognitive training with Captain’s Log, SmartMind Pro, or TNT Reading is not a cure for ADD, ADHD, LD, or any
other cognitive impairment. This software is not intended to be a substitute for consultation with a healthcare
provider. It is best used within a comprehensive educational training program. The research completed using
these programs has shown significant improvements in cognitive skills for a number of people. However, benefits
for any one individual using the software can never be guaranteed.
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SmartMind  Pro
Artifact Free EEG Biofeedback with Great Games!

®

Now your clients will have a great time learning to control their brainwaves with artifact
free EEG biofeedback!  SmartMind Pro’s remarkable new neurofeedback technology
(patent pending) accurately measures EEG activity, filtering out “on the fly” the muscle
and eye movement artifact that impairs accurate readings in other systems.

Your clients will be motivated to succeed by
SmartMind Pro’s fun, engaging games, included
with SmartMind Pro Software. The better you
concentrate, the more points you win. You can
climb trees, build robots, win races against the
computer, and even control a DVD or CD - all
with the power of your mind. 

The race is on! Use your brainwaves
and beat the computer.

Download a FREE trial at www.braintrain.com/download or order a Trial
DVD for $25, credited back upon purchase of  any BrainTrain product.

Entertaining MindPower Games enhance
hand-eye coordination, visual processing,
and processing speed. The better you
concentrate, the more points you win.

MindPower Games

NEW!

Cool SmartMind Pro Games!

NeuroSport Games
Using only your brain power, you can win at
basketball, football, soccer and more! Our new
NeuroSport Games make controlling your
brainwaves fun for all ages.

Focus and win!

SmartMind Pro can be used either as a stand-alone neurofeedback system or in tandem
with the Captain’s Log “brain games” to improve cognitive skills. Research has found the
combination of neurofeedback and Captain’s Log to be highly effective. (Tinius & Tinius,
Journal of Neurotherapy, 2000). 

Captain’s Log Brain Games

Enhance your SmartMind Pro system by adding entertaining “video games” that interact
with the neurofeedback. You must maintain your SmartMind Pro EEG criteria, i.e., stay
“in the zone” while playing the game, which
you control with the mouse, keyboard, game
controller, or touchscreen. The better you con-
centrate, the more points you win.

NEW!

6 1-800-822-0538
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Call us for more 
information about SmartMind

Home user licensing.

SMProPack1 The SmartMind Pro Deluxe Package - Get it all and save over $4000!
Includes SmartMind Pro USB EEG Station with built-in impedance
check, SmartMind Pro software, NeuroSport Games, MindPower
Games, the SmartMind Pro Training Plans module, the complete 
Captain’s Log Brain Games, plus the complete nine-module stand-
alone Captain’s Log Cognitive Training System, licensed for use either
on the same computer or on a separate station

$8,295

SMProPack2 Same as above, except with SmartMind Pro Wireless EEG hardware
(no built-in impedance check)

$7,995

SMP-S SmartMind Pro Wired USB EEG Station. Includes EEG Hardware
with built-in impedance check and SmartMind Pro software

$1,995

SMP-W SmartMind Pro Wireless EEG System. Includes wireless EEG hard-
ware and SmartMind Pro software

$1,695

SMP-Soft SmartMind Pro software $995
SMPGP SmartMind Pro Game Package - Save almost $500! Includes Mind-

Power Games, NeuroSports Games, and the Training Plan module
$995

CBGComp9 Captain’s Log Brain Games. Over 2000 hours of cognitive training
games. May be used only in conjunction with SmartMind Pro

$3,995

SMnd2-GPI MindPower Games, NeuroSport Games, any individual module of
the Captain’s Log Brain Games, or Training Plans module, purchased
separately

$495

CHKT Checktrode - Impedance checking device for use with SmartMind
Pro Wireless EEG System

$395

TS-YBS-S Preferred Customer Package* $99/200

All sales are final. Prices are subject to change without notice. 
See page 11 for important details about the Preferred Customer Package.

If you have already invested in neurofeedback technology, just add SmartMind Pro
to your BrainMaster Atlantis I or II,    Thought Technology FlexComp Infiniti,
ProComp 8 Infiniti, ProComp 5 Infiniti, ProComp 2, J&J Engineering C2+, or
Pocket Neurobics Pendant EEG.
Or choose our lightweight, battery-powered, wireless system or our USB EEG
station. Both come with all of the supplies and accessories you need to get started,
including electrodes. 

*

NEW!Send SmartMind home with your clients!
Now you can create and customize training plans for each client using our new 
updated SmartMind Pro Training Plans. Your clients can even use your customized
plans to do their neurofeedback 
training at home.

1. Invest in EEG hardware for leasing to
your clients.

2. Purchase the SmartMind Home software
for your clients.

3. With your SmartMind Pro system,
create and customize training plans. 

4. Export your training plans to a USB
device for use with your clients’ laptops.

How It Works:

Did you know you can use the SmartMind Pro Software with
other neurofeedback equipment?

We offer hands-on SmartMind Pro training! For more information, see back cover.
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Based on many years of research and hundreds of studies, Test ‘n’ Train Reading 
focuses on the seven components that have the greatest impact on a child’s ability to
learn to read - letter recognition, phonemic awareness, phonic skills, mental process-
ing speed, auditory discrimination, working memory, and
attention.
Includes over 1,000 exercises!

It not only trains reading; it also trains attention and thinking skills. TNT Reading
Pro helps build the cognitive skills your students need to excel in school and in life.
It is highly systematic. TNT Reading Pro provides systematic testing and training
at each level, and it tracks progress.
The individualized training is automatically based on test results and is 
customized to   the individual child. TNT comes with unlimited FREE reading tests.
Your clients will feel a sense of accomplishment as their hard work is rewarded
with entertaining "video" game breaks and colorful certificates.

TNT Reading Pro
The dynamite way to help children with reading problems

TM

TNT makes learning to read fun. But it’s not just any ordinary reading series; it also 
improves attention, working memory, mental processing speed, and auditory 
discrimination - the cognitive abilities critical for reading comprehension. 

Download a FREE trial at www.braintrain.com/downloads  (high speedinternet required) or order a trial DVD for $25 credited back upon purchaseof  any BrainTrain product.

TNT focuses both on reading skills and
on the thinking skills your clients need
in order to learn. If you prefer, you can
run either the cognitive exercises or
the reading exercises alone.

Vibrant graphics, a game-like 
approach, and research-based 
reading and cognitive exercises
combine to help teach critical
reading and learning skills.

What makes TNT Reading different from other reading programs?
•

•

•

•

8 1-800-822-0538
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READING MASTERY LEVEL 1
PreK - 1st Grade, 340 exercises
Level 1 covers letter recognition, alphabetical order, grapheme phoneme
matching, blending, beginning and ending sounds, and long and short vowels.

READING MASTERY LEVEL 2
1st - 2nd Grade, 320 exercises

These programs focus on word identification, sight words, rhyming using short
vowel sounds, beginning, middle, and ending sounds.

READING MASTERY LEVEL 3
2nd - 3rd Grade, 336 exercises

Children learn about consonant blends, silent e, rhyming using long vowel
sounds, compound words, and discrimination between similar    vowel digraphs
and diphthong sounds.

READING COMPREHENSION LEVEL 1
K - 3rd Grade, 180 exercises

TNT Reading Comprehension teaches a child all the necessary steps to 
comprehend what he reads rather than just sounding out the words on the
page. The child learns to match pictures with words, arrange sentences in 
logical order, determine cause and effect, infer hidden meanings, identify the
main idea, use context clues to  figure out word meanings, and more.

TNT Reading, 1 Station, Unlimited Clients Intro Price
TNT-9 Complete TNT Reading Mastery Levels 1,2, 3

and Comprehension Level 1
$995

TNT-RM1 TNT Reading Mastery Level 1 $495
TNT-RM2 TNT Reading Mastery Level 2 $495
TNT-RM3 TNT Reading Mastery Level 3 $495
TNT-RC1 TNT Reading Comprehension Level 1 $495
Technical Support
TS-YBS-T Preferred Customer Package*    $99

What blend matches the end of the word
you heard? Children have fun learning how
letter sounds combine to make words.

Pick the pig that says the word that rhymes
with the word you heard. TNT trains both
eyes and ears. Rhyming skills build reading
skills.

All sales are final. Prices are subject to change without notice. Call BrainTrain for pricing
information on high volume or lab pack orders.
See page 11     for important details about the Preferred Customer Package.*
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The Investigator
Included with both IVA+Plus and
IVA-AE, the Investigator provides
in-depth analysis, allowing you to
analyze your clients’ performance
test by test, quintile by quintile, and
response by response. You can
compare and graph the results of
up to six tests.

Integrated Visual and Auditory Continuous Performance Test (CPT)
With The Investigator

IVA-AE
Advanced Edition

TM

The IVA-AE (Advanced Edition) is unique in that it is the only CPT designed specifically
to detect deficits in attention, working memory and mental processing speed in adults.
Normed for ages 18 - 50 (N=236, divided by gender), it is recommended for use with
higher functioning adults in conjunction with the IVA+Plus.
The test is quite challenging. Visual and auditory numbers from 1 to 7 are presented at
one-second intervals; the task is to click when you see a 3 or hear a 5. The clinician can
opt to use the short version (10 minutes) or the extended version (20 minutes). The 
IVA-AE is especially important for higher level adult clients, since teacher and parent
rating scales are not available for this population. The test can detect problems in adults
who may be capable of performing well on a single modality test or who can sustain their
attention just long enough to succeed on the IVA+Plus.

Use the Investigator to help titrate
medication or to assess the effectiveness
of your treatment protocol over time.

TM

®

®IVA+Plus
Concrete data to help you make an accurate diagnosis
IVA+Plus is a combined auditory and visual CPT designed to help the clinician make 
an accurate diagnosis of ADHD/ADD in children, adolescents and adults. Following the
diagnostic criteria outlined in the DSM-IV, the test provides a wealth of data to help you
diagnose and differentiate between the four sub-types of ADHD/ADD.

During some segments of the test, the
“1”s are more common than the “2”s,
creating a response set which “pulls” for
errors of commission, or impulsivity. During
alternate segments of the test, the “1”s
occur rarely; this invites more errors of
omission, or inattention.

Quick, easy-to-use, and well-normed
The test task presents 500 trials of visual and 
auditory 1’s and 2’s in a pseudo-random pattern,
requiring a set-shift between the visual and 
auditory modalities. The normative group
(N=1700, ages 6-96) is divided by gender and
grouped by age. It is comprised only of people
without known attention, learning, neurological, or
psychological problems.

Download 2 FREE test administrations at
www.braintrain.com/downloads, or order
a Trial DVD for $25, credited back upon
purchase of  any BrainTrain product.

With The Investigator TM

10 1-800-822-0538
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Code Item Regular Preferred
IVA- or AE- SK-1 IVA+Plus or IVA-AE Starter Kit 

(10 initial test administrations, Administration & 
Interpretation Manuals, the Investigator, 1 station)

$499 ----

IVA- or AE- 010SK 10 Additional Test Administrations for Starter Kit $249 $149
IVA- or AE- 025SK 25 Additional Test Administrations for Starter Kit $399 $299
IVA- or AE- UU-3 IVA+Plus or IVA-AE Unlimited Use Kit

(Manuals, Investigator, unlimited test administrations 
at 1 station)

$1895 ----

IVA- or AE- Narr IVA+Plus or IVA-AE Interpretive Report Writer 
(Includes Standard & ADHD Reports on 10 test 
sessions, unlimited use of Special Analyses Scales)

$349 $249

IVA- or AE- Narr10 10 Additional Reports $249 $149
IVA- or AE- Narr25 25 Additional Reports $349 $249
IVA- or AE- Narr50 50 Additional Reports $449 $349
IVA- or AE- Narr100 100 Additional Reports $649 $549
IVAFL Foreign Language Option $369 $269
TS-YBS-1 IVA+Plus & IVA-AE Preferred Customer Package* $200 $99

Interpretive Report Writers
The IVA+Plus and IVA-AE Interpretive Report Writers take the work out of test 
interpretation and will save you many hours. Choose from a variety of six different kinds
of reports. With the Report Writer you also get unlimited access to the Special Analyses
Scales, which provide additional scales that aid in an in-depth analysis of your clients’
problems. For samples of the various types of reports, go to www.braintrain.com.

Available Languages for IVA+Plus: Arabic, Cantonese, Danish, Dutch, French, German, Greek, Hebrew,
Hindi, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Mandarin, Norwegian, Pashto, Polish, Portuguese, Russian,
Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Thai, Taiwanese  , Turkish, Vietnamese, and Welsh
Available Languages for IVA-AE: French, Spanish, and Swedish

All sales are final. Prices are subject to change without notice.

You are entitled to the benefits of the Preferred Customer Support Package for 90 days after your initial purchase
of IVA+Plus, IVA-AE, Captain’s Log, SmartMind 2, or TNT Reading. After this period, you can extend these benefits
for a low yearly fee of only $99** per program. You must be a Preferred Customer to receive these services:

• Personalized online and phone technical support
• Necessary codes and assistance transferring software license and data to a
different computer

• Assistance getting the software back up and running if for any reason it needs to 
be reactivated

• Free software upgrades
• Discounts on selected additional BrainTrain products
• BrainTrain website listing for your practice or facility

Protect the value of your software investment by purchasing this  important service, either at the same time you
purchase your software or within the 90-day free support period. There is a $200 fee for reinstatement of this
service if you allow it to lapse for longer than a 30-day period. 

**An additional $50 is charged for support for each additional computer license for the same software up
to a maximum of $200 per year per program.

*BRAINTRAIN’S PREFERRED CUSTOMER SUPPORT PACKAGE

The   Language Option allows you to run the test stimuli in a number of languages. Test
instructions are not translated; however, you can silence the spoken instructions, then
translate them verbally for the test taker.

Language Option

11www.braintrain.com
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For more information 
call 1-800-822-0538,
or visit www.braintrain.com

“One of the most clinically relevant and practically useful work-
shops I have ever attended, with the added bonus of all the
information being solidly grounded in well-designed, scientific
research. Dr. Sandford and the BrainTrain team have mastered
the art of making learning fun.” - Katherine Rogers Burrows, Ph.D.

Neillsville, WI
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“Exceptionally well-organized materials and presentation. Ideas
were supported by peer reviewed research to include a 
published bibliography. Leading edge clinical intervention.” 

- Clifford F. Furgison, Ph.D.
Troy, MI

Two-day workshop
Friday, May 4 - Saturday, May 5, 2012 9 AM - 4:30 PM

MASTERING CAPTAIN’S LOG® - HANDS ON!

Three-day workshop
Thursday, Oct. 11 - Saturday, Oct. 13, 2012 9 AM - 4:30 PM

MASTERING SMARTMIND PRO® - HANDS ON!

Better understand, identify, and treat ADHD,
Learning Disabilities, Head Injuries, and other
cognitive deficits.
CE Credits for Psychologists.

Learn straight from the author!
Hands-On Workshops

All workshops will be held at the
BrainTrain Learning Center in Rich-
mond, VA. Visit www.braintrain.com
or call 1-800-822-0538 for details
and pricing.

2012 Workshop Schedule


